Abstract-Fully connected multilayer perceptrons are used for obtaining numerical solutions of partial differential equations in various dimensions. Independent variables are fed into the input layer, and the output is considered as solution's value. To train such a network one can use square of equation's residual as a cost function and minimize it with respect to weights by gradient descent. Following previously developed method, derivatives of the equation's residual along random directions in space of independent variables are also added to cost function. Similar procedure is known to produce nearly machine precision results using less than 8 grid points per dimension for 2D case. The same effect is observed here for higher dimensions: solutions are obtained on low density grids, but maintain their precision in the entire region. Boundary value problems for linear and nonlinear Poisson equations are solved inside 2, 3, 4, and 5 dimensional balls. Grids for linear cases have 40, 159, 512 and 1536 points and for nonlinear 64, 350, 1536 and 6528 points respectively. In all cases maximum error is less than 8.8 · 10 −6 , and median error is less than 2.4 · 10 −6 . Very weak grid requirements enable neural networks to obtain solution of 5D linear problem within 22 minutes, whereas projected solving time for finite differences on the same hardware is 50 minutes. Method is applied to second order equation, but requires little to none modifications to solve systems or higher order PDEs.
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I. INTRODUCTION
P ARTIAL differential equations have an enormous number of applications and are fundamental for predictions of many natural phenomena. Sometimes pencil and paper are enough to obtain their solutions as closed-form expressions or infinite series but in most cases numerical methods are the only remedy. A vast number of those were developed [3] , [6] , [8] , [10] , [25] , [26] . Operating with fixed resources, they all have to use some finite way to describe functions they are trying to find. Either by values on a grid or by set of simple functions defined inside minute volumes, numerical methods are looking for a suitable finite set of real, or rather, rational parameters that can be used to construct a solution. This paper describes a solving method that represents functions using neural networks. Here is an example of how one can look like: and again nonlinear σ is applied. Process is repeated as many times as there are layers in a network 1 . This one has four of them. Numbers of neurons in hidden layers set ranges for i, j and k. Numerical parameters are represented by weights matrices:
and they can be tuned by methods like gradient descent [4] , [23] . Functions of this class are able to represent arbitrary mappings in various dimensions [7] , [12] , [13] , [16] , as well as their derivatives [5] , [12] .
II. BACKGROUND
Feedforward neural networks are able to solve partial differential equations [15] , [17] , [18] by weights minimization technique that uses the equation itself as a cost function, so, if it reaches small enough values, one can conclude that the equation holds within some error margin. The input of such network is considered as a vector of independent variables and the output as value of solution. All necessary derivatives of output with respect to input and of cost function with respect to weights can be calculated by the extended backpropagation procedure [2] . Including boundary conditions into cost function itself usually does not produce very accurate results [24] , so a process of function substitution is required [18] . For brevity, 2D case will be described, however, generalization is straightforward. Consider a boundary value problem for partial differential equation written for function u(x, y):
U (x, y, u, u x , u y , ...) = 0 in a region Γ with boundary ∂Γ and condition:
A new function v is introduced by relation: 
After substitution, the equation for v(x, y) can be written as
Minimization will use cost function e = V 2 . A set of grid points (x i , y i ), i ∈ 1...N inside the region Γ is generated as a matrix X with two rows and N columns. All derivatives that are encountered in V for v like is propagated forward from one layer to another, and when the final layer is reached, an output set is obtained:
All of its members are matrices of size 1 × N . Cost function is discretized as:
Extended backward pass requires calculating derivatives of E with respect to each element of the output matrices:
and these derivatives are gathered in matrices of the same size 1 × N . They are propagated backward in order to obtain gradient of E with respect to the weights of each layer. The whole procedure is described in [2] . One can mention a few features of the neural network approach:
• Derivatives are calculated analytically, so numerical effects can only be brought by rounding errors and/or incorrect discretization of the cost function's measure µ, that can happen when grids have large spacing.
• The solution is obtained as a neural network, which is a smooth closed-form expression. It exists naturally in the entire region rather than on finite set of points. This allows to modify the grid during the training as much as necessary without algorithm forgetting solution's values in points that were removed.
• Parallelization is trivial: dense grids can be split into parts and processed by different computational nodes, which would only have to synchronize few megabytes of weights data during each step regardless of the grid size.
• Training is based on matrix multiplications and its careful implementation allows to achieve very high hardware efficiency on modern GPUs [2] .
III. METHOD'S EXTENSION
Previously described approach is more or less standard for direct solving of partial differential equations with neural networks, although no papers prior to [2] formulated it in a form that was suitable for networks of arbitrary topology. In the same study the method was enhanced by adding extra terms to cost function. Namely, for equation:
one can write a trivial consequence:
to V and adding the corresponding terms to e for 2D case allowed to increase precision and avoid overfitting to such a degree that solving boundary value problem on a grid of 59 points inside a unit circle produced 2 · 10 −5 accurate result for the entire region, whereas training with no extra terms could only achieve accuracy of 2 · 10 −3 [1] . In this paper additional derivatives up to the fourth order are calculated along two directions ξ and ζ, which are random orthonormal vectors in space of independent variables. Since the cost function now includes terms like V 2 ξ and V 2 ζ , which depend on v ξ and v ζ and so on, it is necessary to initialize matrices like ∂ ∂ξ X and ∂ ∂ζ X at the input layer of the network. Using coordinates in (x, y) basis:
one can write:
and similarly for Those extra matrices are used by forward pass to calculate derivatives v ξ , v ζ , v ξξ and others on the output layer of the perceptron.
Forward propagation works independently for every grid point (x i , y i ), and each point with index i is represented by i th columns of all matrices initialized at the input layer. Noting that columns of ∂ ∂ξ X and ∂ ∂ζ X are coordinates of vectors ξ and ζ in x, y basis, one can conclude that different points can have different and, more importantly, random directions ξ i and ζ i . To implement that, one can generate 2N uniformly distributed unit vectors, split them into pairs, run GramSchmidt process on each pair, and then write one vector to ∂ ∂ξ X and another to ∂ ∂ζ X. For 2D case ξ i and ζ i form a basis in the input space that is randomly rotated from point to point. For higher dimensions it is possible to include more directional derivatives that will not be a linear combination of ∂ ∂ξ and ∂ ∂ζ , but since ξ and ζ are different in each point, all directions of the input space are somewhat covered. Using one direction instead of two was found to produce less accurate results, and using three directions did not bring much improvement in higher dimensions.
In all cases training is split into three phases that use extra derivatives up to fourth order. Cost functions are built using the following terms:
The first phase uses terms from 0 to 4. The second one uses terms from 0 to 3 and the last one from 0 to 2. Cost functions can be written as:
for s = 4, 3 and 2. They spawn a considerable amount of matrices that one should propagate. For example, 5D Poisson equation itself requires 2 derivatives for each dimension, 10 in total:
Then 8 additional operators are casted:
Results of (2), (3), their combinations with (1) and function values themselves constitute to a total number of 99 different matrices. For s = 3 it's 77 and for s = 2 it's 55.
A. Renormalization
For certain functions derivatives of various orders have vastly different magnitude. For example, sin 10x has values of the order of 1 and its n th derivative with respect to x is of the order of 10 n . If solution of a partial differential equation demonstrates similar properties, backpropagation will mostly minimize high order terms without proper attention to low order ones. Such cases require normalization. For each grid point the largest derivative along additional direction is spotted:
where k is the order of the largest derivative with respect to ξ. Similar procedure is done for ζ. Renormalization requires one forward pass and is usually done once after each portion of epochs r int . Note that even if solution does not produce derivatives of various magnitude, neural network can still exhibit this behavior somewhere along the training.
IV. RESULTS
To have non trivial analytical solutions, against which one could verify numerical results, formulas u a for those solutions were first picked and then substituted into linear:
and nonlinear Poisson equation:
to find the corresponding source terms g and h that would produce them. In all cases equations are solved inside ndimensional ball of radius 1 with vanishing boundary condition: Γ : r < 1
which is then simplified by function substitution:
After numerical solutions are obtained for v, functions u are calculated using them and compared against analytical expressions u a on dense enough sets of random points distributed uniformly inside Γ. Maximum and median values of absolute error ε = |u − u a | are calculated. Grids are comprised of two parts. Surface part contains equidistant points from ∂Γ with angular distance θ. Internal part is a regular grid, which is generated in three steps. At first, a Cartesian grid with spacing λ inside [−1 , 1] n is created. Two random vectors in R n are then chosen, and the grid is rotated from one to another. Finally, it is shifted along each direction by random value from interval [− Training is based on RProp [22] procedure with parameters η + = 1.2, η − = 0.5. Weights are forced to stay in [−20, 20] interval, no min/max bonds for steps are imposed. Initial steps ∆ 0 are set to 2 · 10 −4 , unless otherwise stated. Weights for neurons are initialized [9] , [11] with random values from range ±2/ √ s, where s is the number of senders. Thresholds are initialized in range ±0.1. All layers, but input and output, are nonlinear with activation function:
The procedure is implemented according to [2] with no intermediate load/saves and run on Google Cloud instance with Nvidia Tesla P100 using 32 bit precision. All training points are processed in one batch. During the training original equation's residual U 0 = V 0 is monitored, and its root mean squared is calculated for grid points. Training phases are thoroughly described for 2D case and applied without changes to higher dimensions. After figuring out grid requirements and network topologies all solutions were obtained from the first try.
A. Two dimensions
Analytical solution is written as:
Ratio 10 17 is introduced, so that u max − u min 1. Source term for linear equation is: In both cases new function v is introduced:
Linear equation turns into:
and nonlinear into:
Boundary conditions are now trivial:
Neural network is a fully connected perceptron with the following layer structure: The first training phase uses e 4 , lasts for 3000 epochs and is split into 5 intervals. The first one contains 160 epochs, r int = 15. The second has 340 epochs and r int = 50. The third is 500 epochs and r int = 50. The fourth is 1000, r int = 50 and the final one is another 1000 epochs with r int = 100. 
B. Three dimensions
Analytical solutions is written as:
Substitution of function is implemented in a similar manner: 
C. Four dimensions
Substitution is similar:
Neural network is a fully connected perceptron with the following layer structure: 
D. Five dimensions
Substitution is as usual:
V. CATCHING UP WITH FINITE DIFFERENCES
Linear Poisson equations will be considered in this section. For estimation of time required to solve those with classical methods, a simple 2n + 1 point stencil in n dimensions is considered. For example, in 2D case it states:
In 5D it gives the following discretization error:
For analytical solution u a (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 ) it turns into:
For estimation this whole expression can be reduced to the first term:
Now instead of original equation:
discretization results in solving:
The difference Ψ between analytical and discrete solutions can be obtained using the following equation:
with vanishing boundary condition:
For constant it can be readily solved:
which gives:
Note that for other dimensions instead of 10 one should put 2n. This result is confirmed for low dimensions by solving (7) numerically with no terms of omitted.
One can argue that since neural network is solving another equation -the one that is written for v, its discretization error v is different. Closer look reveals that terms of v related to Laplacian indeed become ∼ 18 times smaller, however the most part of the error now comes from the first order derivatives (see (4) , (5)):
Leading terms of v for those:
The later equivalence is due to the third derivatives of the analytical solution:
being of the order of 7/9. To make sure that the ratio of 3 between v and is not a significant advantage for a neural network, the term x 2 3 in v a was replaced with x 3 3 /2. This increases discretization error for v by three times. After neural network solution was recalculated, the effect of that on precision turned out to be subtle and was fully compensated by setting r int = 20 for the first 1000 epochs of phase 1 and extending said phase for another 500 epochs. This increased total running time by 10%. However, all those changes also produced even better final result: ε max = 6.5 · 10 −6 , ε median = 1.13 · 10
−6
Using established estimations for and setting maximum allowed error to δ = 10 −5 , the grid spacing for the second order finite difference scheme can be written as:
It results in 125
5

3·10
10 points for each unit of 5D volume. Solution is obtained in the region Γ, which is a ball of radius 1. Its volume is: 8π
5.26
Therefore, to cover internal part of Γ 1.6 · 10 11 points are needed. The lower bond for the size of the external part can be calculated using similar considerations: 4D surface of 5D sphere has a measure of:
26.3
And it should at least be uniformly covered by points with the same spacing, which gives:
This value is about 5% of the internal one and is going to be omitted.
After discretization a linear system is to be solved. Its number of variables is equal to that of the grid points. Matrix for such system is 2n + 1 = 11 diagonal. Solving time will be extrapolated using the data from H. Liu et al. [20] . They investigated performance of parallel AMG solvers run on Nvidia Tesla C2070 for various matrices and different implementations. Apart from relatively fast solution times [14] , [19] , [21] they use similar hardware, which eases the task of extrapolation. Tesla C2070 achieves 515 GFLOPS as it was used in double precision mode. In this paper Tesla P100 is operating with single precision for which it delivers 9340 GFLOPS. To make some room for estimation error one can consider that AMG solvers can run on single precision just as well. Therefore, the total ratio between theoretical computational powers is 18. The most similar matrix is P 3D7P 100. It was created by similar 7 point stencil for 3D Poisson equation on 100 3 grid. The least processing time mentioned for this matrix is 0.34 seconds. Using linear extrapolation, one can write an approximate running time for solving 5D linear Poisson equation: t 5D = 0.34sec · 1 18
1.6 · 10 11 100 3 3000sec
Estimation does not account for a fact that P 3D7P 100 is 7 diagonal, and the matrix to be solved is 11 diagonal. Similarly, for lower dimensions one can find:
t 3D 0.15sec
Plots of solving time against the number of dimensions can be seen on Fig. 2 .
VI. CONCLUSION
Neural network method was applied to boundary value problems for linear and nonlinear Poisson equations inside 2, 3, 4 and 5 dimensional unit balls. It's based on direct approximation of functions by multilayer perceptrons: independent variables are fed into input layer, and solution's values are obtained at the output. Procedure was improved by considering, in addition to equation itself, it's trivial consequences, obtained by differentiation. Prior to enhancements the method was mostly fringe and used as a proof of concept. With the additional cost terms and hardware efficient implementation it was able to compete with a second order finite difference scheme in solving 5D boundary value problem. For 4D cases and lower, classical method was far more effective. In higher dimensions neural networks managed to get ahead due to their ability to operate on grids with spacing as low as 1/3 provided solution's derivatives up to 6th were of the order of 1. Even though it was compared against the simplest second order scheme, one can imagine some hard times trying to apply high order stencils to a grid that has no more than 6 points in each direction. Therefore, regardless of the order, the minimal number of points per dimension will probably always stay lower for neural networks so there is always a high dimensional task, for which finite differences are slower. One can also mention a decrease in memory complexity: if obtained on a grid, 5D solution would utilize at least 640GB of memory whereas neural network required about 2GB during the training and 640KB to store the result. This gap is mostly due to ineffective usage of resources by classical methods. For example, values of 125 5 grid can easily describe 125 completely different solutions of 4D equations, whereas training a 5D neural network to represent such a mess would probably not end very well. On the other hand for functions that do not change too fast almost any grid representation is a waste of memory since a set of independent values has too many degrees of freedom. From this point of view neural networks can provide much more efficient representation, which matters for higher dimensions.
